Premier Admissions Counseling
for the 2020–2021 Application Cycle
The reviews are in: Our MD/PhD Premier Counselor helps you get in! Target
your strengths and address any application weaknesses with exclusive
access and support from our top medical school consultant beginning in the
year prior to applying and continuing throughout your entire application
cycle.

Price: $9,700 USD

Comprehensive Support from a Premier Admissions Counselor



Work exclusively with our Premier Counselor , the most experienced member of our admissions team, who’s also a physician, admissions committee
member, veteran pre-health advisor, and nationally recognized speaker
Get urgent questions answered quickly with unlimited messaging to your Premier Counselor through your confidential student dashboard

Exclusive Admissions Resources


Access extensive resources available only to our admissions counseling students! Includes insider tips to get you noticed—and accepted—via outstanding personal statements, experiences, secondary essays, and interviews

Primary Application Support







Detailed, expert consulting on your entire primary application—from start to finish
Thorough review of your candidacy as a whole, including coursework, GPA, MCAT scores, clinical, research, and volunteer experiences, and more
Expert insight into what healthcare professional schools are really looking for in your personal statement and experiences
3 detailed rounds of revision of your personal statement
3 in-depth rounds to compile and refine your list of 15 experiences, including how to select and draft your 3 “most meaningful” ones
Expert input on school selection and letters of recommendation with the aim of maximizing your chances of acceptance

Secondary Applications and Interview Preparation





Assistance with essay development and one round of detailed revision from your Premier Counselor—for up to 16 secondary applications
Interview coaching, support, and feedback prior to your first interview (both traditional and MMI interview formats)
Post-interview support
Review of post-interview “thank you” notes

Additional Application Support




Feedback on letters of intent and continued interest
Assistance with final school selection, waitlists, and—where applicable—strategizing a plan B, including a gap year, post-baccalaureate and master’s
programs, reapplication, and more
Celebrating your acceptances!

